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Terms of Reference – Item 1

The Working Group initially will primarily focus on providing NOAA guidance on 
implementing the regulations. It has identified the following issues as the most 
important to be addressed:

The need for clear and transparent guidelines on how the Tiers are established and
how and when licensees move between Tiers;

Clarifying the line between “enhanced” and “unenhanced” data capabilities and
associated issues within the framework of the regulations;

Aligning conflict between US (best capabilities) and foreign operators (operational
capabilities) in determining Tier placement; and,

Developing metrics for determining Tiers for Non-Earth Imaging (NEI) licensees.



Item 1 - Additional Topics

Other topics to be considered by the Working Group if time permits include:

How should CRSRA implement the market substitute test ("substantially the
same" judgement) in a consistent, repeatable way for different sensing
phenomenologies?

How can CRSRA narrowly tailor temporary conditions for a license modification
request for increased capability that does not damage the competitiveness of the
existing capabilities?

How can simulations or models be used to analyze capabilities of new
technologies?



Terms of Reference – Item 2

Land Remote Sensing Policy Act. The Working Group will provide guidance on 
whether the Act is outdated in light of the state of the industry and technology. 

Assist the Department of Interior’s Land Advisory Group (LAG) in its task to
prepare a response by October.

One or more of the Working Group members participating in LAG meetings
and the respective LAG chair briefing the Working Group at the appropriate
time.



December meeting

What measures can NOAA take that could increase transparency for the
industry?

What steps can NOAA take to keep current with future developments in
the industry?



Transparency

FAQs on the website.

Make more information available about the licenses that have been
granted – several members discussed what the FCC makes available.

Holding an Industry Day on a periodic basis.



Staying Current

Post a summary of the steps the office takes to remain current on the
website.

Include more information about foreign capabilities in the chart it has
posted on the website.

Adopting measures that would flesh our whether what capabilities
are commercially available varies depending upon how much is
acquired/paid.
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